Hamilton Pride Inc. 2016 Report
Introduction
Hamilton Pride Incorporated (HPI) is an organization committed to supporting and celebrating the
diversity of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Takatāpui, Intersex and Queer (LGBTTIQ)
communities of Hamilton and the wider Waikato region. Our main objective is organizing an annual
Pride Week Festival, as well as holding services for Candle Light Memorial Day, International Day of
Transgender Remembrance, and World AIDS Day. Our activities are designed to help build positive
collective identities and self‐esteem in our communities; promote pride, celebrate our diversity and
promote safer sex messages to gay and bisexual men and other men who have sex with men (msm).
Our events help to establish Hamilton on the New Zealand map as an inclusive, diverse and safe
community for all New Zealanders. Our main objectives are:




Publicise Hamilton Pride events locally and nationally through various media;
Serve as a liaison between various community groups as Pride events are coordinated and
organized;
Support various Rainbow community groups as they come together to organize annual Pride
events.

Membership




There are a core group of committee members. People that assisted with the 2016 Pride
Week Festival: Hare George (Chair); Michael Bell (Secretary); Brad Arthur (Treasurer); Ben
Plagge (Communications); Rudy Alejandro; Phoenix Adamson; Jo Wrigley; Hamie Munroe;
Pandalis Dodanis.
Committee members have affiliations with the following groups, organizations and
businesses:
Link House; Love your Condom (LYC) and NZ Aids Foundation (NZAF); Lesbian Social Group
(LSG); UniQ – The Waikato University Support Group for LGBTTIQ students; Gaylink –
Hamilton LGBTTIQ community support group; The University of Waikato Cultural
Committee; Waikato University Chapel; Waikato Queer Youth (WaQuy); MooLoo Mix; Flat
Out Pride – FreeFM89 Real Community Radio; Sky City Hamilton; Incedo; Body Positive
Waikato (webhealth.co.nz) – the local support group for people living with HIV; Waikato
Sexual Health Service (Waikato DHB); Diversity Liaison Group (DLG) – Hamilton Police;
GayNZ.com; Rainbow Youth, Static Bar; The Meteor; The Riv Bar (Two Birds); Diggers Bar;
Hamilton City Council, Anglican Action, Nivara Bar, Hamilton Museum; Express: Gay
Expression in New Zealand newspaper.
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Meetings
The committee meets every 4th Wednesday of each month (Excluding 23rd December been so close
to Christmas). These are the following dates during 2016:
March 23
April 27
May 25
June 22
July 27
August 24
September – (No meeting as a result of Pride Week)
October 26
November 23
December – (No meeting as a result of the holiday season)
January 25 (2017)
February 22
Minutes of all meetings are recorded on file. A website – www.hamiltonpride.co.nz and group email
list is used to notify people of events and meetings. This continues to be a vital resource for HPI.

Community Engagement
HPI continues to network with a number of local gay and gay friendly businesses and institutions.
One of the main events for the year is the annual Hamilton Pride Week. The first activity (event)
during Pride Week was held at The Meteor. It was the official opening event. Our Emcee was ‘The
Outrageous Miss Ribena’ and we were entertained by a local gay DJ; Entertainer ‐ Anji Kreft, and
other individual acts including drag show entertainment. We were able to have friends from
Hamilton and others all around the world (China, Philippines, Australia, Denmark, France and USA)
send video clips wishing Hamilton a great pride week. It was a very successful evening filled with fun,
dancing and a very full attendance of the community. At the conclusion of the launch party,
Sambatron, a local community percussion group drummed and made spectacular music as everyone
followed them up the CBD’s main road, Victoria Street to the after party at Static Bar on Hood
Street.
Saturday evening was Ten Pin Bowling at Sky City building in the Hamilton CBD, and then after, a
wine tasting event held at Momento, whilst LSG held their Quiz night at Diggers Bar. Committee
members, NZAF and LYC supported and sponsored the Doggy Day Out on Sunday, with a ‘Pit Stop’ of
drinks and goodies for all; and later that afternoon there was a Horse trekking afternoon event out
at Wildcoast Ruapuke Horse Adventures – Raglan.
Monday evening, we held ‘Love ur Body’ – a workshop on making beauty products from facial scrubs
to soaps. We then held a NZAF workshop on HIV; both events were held at the Celebrating Age
Centre in the city CBD. Tuesday was another workshop that was run by NZAF and Wednesday Incedo
hosted an event on sexually and youth located at the Anglican Action in Hillcrest. Thursday, MooLoo
Mix hosted the ‘Moovie Night Out’ held at the Hamilton Museum and after, a poetry slam event was
held at Nivara Bar on Victoria Street. Friday, we were privileged to have Glam extravaganza hosted
by ‘The Outrageous Miss Ribena and the amazing entertainers from Auckland, Tauranga and
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Rotorua. On the Saturday morning there was the Picnic Day out which was held at the beautiful
Village café – Whatawhata, and the Finale party was held on Saturday evening at Diggers Bar.
Link House continues to provide space for our regular meetings and a donation is given to show our
continuous gratitude for their support. Other support from the community, including members of
the committee, came from passionate and committed people willing to celebrate and support the
diversity of Hamilton’s Rainbow community, without whom Hamilton Pride would never have
happened. We continue to encourage all to participate and get involved in the community.

Publicity and Promotions
The Hamilton Pride website continues to be utilized to promote events and interactive
communications from HPI and other rainbow activities that are happening in and around the region.
We have been working hard to have the website compliment and continuously inform and update
people of news and events in the area. We have also used the website to work alongside our HPI
Facebook page.
There has been a steady growth in the number of people engagement on our HPI Facebook page.
Over 50% of our interaction is with people 25 –34 years old and nearly 72% engage from their
mobile devices. We are very proud of the steady growth and continue to strengthen our interaction
and communication through these forms of social media.
Most of the publicity has been arranged through HPI committee members. Our communications
officer has been a major influence in building relationships with our community networks and
sharing information on social media and many other platforms. The Pride Week brochures were
designed distributed to various venues, on campuses, in Hamilton CBD shops; cafes and libraries as
well as through the local GLBTTIQ community networks.
We have had an increase and received good coverage and media releases through the newspaper
Express and fortunate to have Flat Out Pride on Hamilton’s Community Radio. They continue to
support and promote our events as well as on social networking media sites such as on our website
and of course our Hamilton Pride Facebook page
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Activities and Events
International AIDS Candlelight Memorial Service

A service for International AIDS Candle Light Memorial (Sunday 15 May) was held at the Waikato
University Chapel, Hillcrest, Hamilton. Approximately 25 people attended this occasion along with
Local MP’s in commemoration of those family and friends passed on before us.

Candlelight Vigil for the Orlando Tragedy – June 16, 2016
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A tragic headline that took the world by storm. Breaking News around the globe outlining a mass
shooting at an Orlando Gay Night club. 49 people died and 53 others wounded in this horrific attack
at Pulse Night Club on Sunday 12th, 2016. A candlelight vigil event was held in Hamilton at the
Anglican Action premises and HPI offered help and support. People gathered to share their thoughts,
feelings and pay tribute to supporting and acknowledging solidarity for one another at this sad time.
There was approximately 75 people in attendance. People from all walks of life and of various ages
assembled together to do this candlelight vigil.

Transgender Day of Remembrance

Some of the community gathered at the Riff Raff Statue to mark the International Transgender Day
of Remembrance (we gathered on 20th November 2015). Flowers and candles were shared and we
remembered and honoured transgender people who were and who are subject to gender abuse and
bashing, have been killed, or have taken their lives because of this discrimination.
The attendance for this years’ service were mainly youth. They shared heart felt personal stories of
the struggles that they had recently encountered in our own community. There is the continued
struggle for transgender equality on a global scale; but we need to also be supportive and well
informed of our friends and community close to home.
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World AIDS Day

Hamilton Pride participated in volunteering for World AIDS Day on Dec 01 December. Collections
were held in Hamilton Central and at Te Awa – The Base. We were able to work with NZAF and
WaQuY to make this possible.

Condom Packing Hamilton
Hamilton Pride wanted to re‐engage in an activity that would bring people together in an effort to
promote safe sex in a social setting, creating an opportunity for meeting new people and making
new conversations. This will be the first Condom Packing activity for us and it was held for the first
time in December. Snacks and refreshments provided!
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Pink Drinks
Pink Drinks has continued to operate on a monthly basis. Its objective is to raise the social and
interactive opportunities for the community as a result of there been no LGBTTIQ club in Hamilton,
at the time that Pink Drinks was created. The events, held on the first Saturday of each month, have
been hosted in private homes and at bars throughout the Hamilton region. Since the first Pink Drinks
in April 2015, there has been an average 30 – 40 people in attendance each month and people from
as far as Auckland have attended. Now in its 23rd month, it is continuing to have momentum and
success in attendance and we continue to encourage people to attend and support the community.
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2016 Hamilton Pride Week Program
Planning for Hamilton Pride Week 2016 activities initiated at the end of year in 2015. Our annual
Hamilton Pride Week of events was set for September 09 – 17. UniQ decided to continue to have
activities during their own pride week of activities.
2016 Hamilton Pride Week Festival began on Friday 09 September. The committee reflected on
previous pride festivals and as much as there was a good range of events; decided to combine
similar events from the past with new ones aimed at reaching a more diverse age range and
incorporating ‘We are Together’ within the wider community. Our point of difference for this year
was that we were adding new events in an effort to rise greater awareness and inclusion. The theme
for this year “Acknowledging the Past, Present and Future” – Celebrating 30 years since the
Homosexual Law Reform Bill.
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The official launch was held at The Meteor and the finale party was held at Diggers Bar. All of the
events during the week long festivities were organized with community groups and members of the
Hamilton Pride committee. Acknowledgement goes out to all those who worked hard to organize
and lead the events including Dave White ‐ Incedo, Te Ahurai Rangatahi, Brad Arthur, Michael Bell,
Ben Plagge, Natalie Hemmings, Rudy Alejandro, Jo Wrigley, Carolyn Michelle, Incedo, Awhina Paul,
NZAF, LYC, MooLoo Mix. There was a scheduled program of 17 events throughout the week (see the
Hamilton Pride website for more details www.hamiltonpride.co.nz).

Hamilton Pride 2015 Revenue and Expenditure Activity
Revenue
Balance

2317.07

Funding Grant –NZ Aids Foundation (NZAF)

500.00

Donations

700.00

Fundraising
Pride week events

1248.00

2448.00 4765.07

Expenditure
Donation – Pride Week /Link House

457.93

Hospitality (food and hospitality during events)

319.91

Website hosting

90.00

Pride Week Expenditure
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867.84

Marketing/Promotions (Banner/photography)

737.00

Advertising – Brochures

180.79

Event Venue Hire –
Meteor/Diggers/Accom/Museum/Altitude/HCC

1344.00

Equipment Hire – Meteor/Diggers Bar/Hyped Up/X‐Site

491.40

Entertainment

630.00

Balance

3383.19 4251.03
514.04

Summary Outline of each Pride Event
Official Launch
Venue:

The Meteor – Victoria Street

Date & Time:

Friday 09 September – 7:00pm – 11:30pm

Point of Contact:

HPI Executive Team

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

400 + people in attendance

Funds Raised:

$220.00
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Summary:

The all‐inclusive launch party. A great way for the community to come
together in a casual party atmosphere with friends, family and
entertainment.

After Launch Party
Venue:

Static Bar – Hood Street

Date & Time:

Friday 11 September – 11:00pm ‐ Close

Point of Contact:

HPI Executive Team

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

200 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

The after party when the launch event is done. Come up and continue the
fun and dancing at Static Bar … it’s a night to remember!

Ten Pin Bowling
Venue:

Hamilton Sky City Building

Date & Time:

Saturday 10 September – 6:00pm – 8:00pm

Point of Contact:

Hare George – MooLoo Mix

Costings Incurred:

$12 per person for 2 games

Attendance:

30 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Got some time to spare and fancy the idea of bragging rights over your
friends? Come join the fun!! 6pm at the Sky City Bowlevard for two slightly‐
competitive games of ten pin bowling. Couples, teams or singles ready to
mingle, the more the merrier!

Women’s Quiz and Rugby Night
Venue:

Diggers Bar

Date & Time:

Saturday 10 September – 6:30pm

Point of Contact:

LSG Waikato

Costings Incurred:

$5 per person

Attendance:

30 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Always highly entertaining and more than a little competitive! Brush up on
your general knowledge and swot up on your Sapphic savoir‐faire, get a
team together, or just turn up on the night and join the fun! For all you
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rugby fans who don't have tickets but are keen to watch the game, you can
stay warm and dry while watching it with us at Diggers ‐ we will be screening
Prime TV's delayed coverage on the big screen straight after the quiz! Win‐
win!

Wine Tasting
Venue:

Momento Cafe – Cnr. Hood & Victoria Street

Date & Time:

Saturday 10 September – 8:00pm – 11:00pm

Point of Contact:

HPI Executive Team

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

25 + people in attendance

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Come raise your glass and join in the cheers as we toast to a fabulous
evening of wine tasting. Sample the finest wines form our fabulous local
vineyard, Mystery Creek Wines. The vivacious Sam will be presenting a
selection of wines to suit various tastes.

Doggy Day Out
Venue:

Hamilton Lake Domain

Date & Time:

Sunday 11 September – 10:00am

Point of Contact:

Rudy Alejandro

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

45 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Bring your furbabies and join us for a fabulous Rainbow walk around
Hamilton Lake. Everyone is welcome at no cost with or without a furbaby.
Treats and water will be supplied for the furbabies. This even happens rain
or shine, see you all there. Stay after for a coffee and a chat or something to
eat!

Pony Ride
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Venue:

Wildcoast Ruapuke Horse Adventures

Date & Time:

Sunday 11 September – 12:30 – 2:30pm

Point of Contact:

Gavin Clough

Costings Incurred:

$95 per person

Attendance:

6 people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Calling all cow boys and girls,
come join us on a 2 hour horse trek! Over farm land and up Mt Karioi where
you will see wonderful views of the beach, ocean and rolling valleys.

Love ur body
Venue:

Celebrating Age Centre

Date & Time:

Monday 12 September – 5:30 – 7:00pm

Point of Contact:

Hare George & Awhina Paul

Costings Incurred:

$10 per person

Attendance:

21 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

An evening to join in on. Come along to a hands on workshop on how to
make natural products. Create a special gift to take home with you to love
your body or someone else’s … No nasties, no chemicals, just you, me and a
fun evening of making goodies.

HIV Workshop
Venue:

Celebrating Age Centre – Victoria Street, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Monday 12 September – 7:00 – 8:30pm

Point of Contact:

HPI and NZAF

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

20 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

That age old adage about “Knowledge is Power” is as true for sex as it is for
everything else. We want everyone to feel informed and comfortable
discussing risk and HIV, so you can go out confident and secure to have the
most amazing (and safe) sex possible. This is the basis of LYC’s newly
revamped HIV 101 class. The HIV 101 workshop covers all this in detail, with
real life tutors who can answer any questions.

Pride Week LGBTIQIA BBQ
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Venue:

Cowshed Courtyard – Waikato University

Date & Time:

Monday 12 September – 7:00 – 11:00pm

Point of Contact:

UniQ Waikato

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

7

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Dress up as your favourite gay icon. Bring food. There will be some food
supplied.

Ass Class
Venue:

Celebrating Age Centre – Victoria Street, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Tuesday 13 September – 7:00 ‐ 8:30pm

Point of Contact:

HPI & NZAF

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

25 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

This free session will cover the basics of anal health, what’s good practice
and what’s risky. Anal sex comes with a unique set of issues – pain and
hygiene being particularly high on the list for gay men. Understanding how
your butt works will lead to more pleasurable, less stressful experiences. For
many gay men, this information is gleaned from informal sources (friends,
porn, etc.) which might not be based on any evidence and may even be
counterproductive. You can expect a few giggles, some of them from the
presenters, as we tackle this sensitive area. The information will be
presented in a practical and useful way men can use in their sexual practice.

Another Conversation
Venue:

Anglican Action, 100 Morrinsville Road, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Wednesday 14 September – 7:00 – 9:30pm

Point of Contact:

Incedo

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

45+ people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

"RAINBOW VOICES: changing conversations in challenging contexts."
An evening of exploring together what happens when young people take
pride in who they are. Join us to hear young people sharing their
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experiences of taking pride in who they are at school, at home, at places of
faith. Listen to teachers, parents and religious leaders sharing their
responses.
A Different Conversation will create a safe space for conversations on how
we can be allies in our families, places of faith and schools to create a better
environment for gender and sexual diversity.

MooVie Night Out
Venue:

Hamilton Museum, Hamilton CBD

Date & Time:

Thursday 15 September ‐ 6:00 – 7:30pm

Point of Contact:

Hare George & MooLoo Mix

Costings Incurred:

$10

Attendance:

21 people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

This is an event for all keen moviegoers during Pride Week organized by
MooLoo Mix. We invite you all to come along and enjoy a night out at the
movies. We invite you to bring your friends along. Includes Pizza / Drinks
and the movie.

Pride and Protest Poetry Slam!
Venue:

Nivara Lounge, Basement 266, Victoria Street, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Thursday 15 September – 7:00pm

Point of Contact:

Jo Wrigley

Costings Incurred:

$5

Attendance:

17 people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

It's been 30 years since Homosexual Law Reform in Aotearoa New Zealand
and every year since there has been reason to celebrate pride and reason to
protest injustices. It is our pleasure to invite you to perform or support local
and traveling poets in an evening of Pride, Protest and Poetry Slam.
Nivara Lounge is a basement music and arts venue that encourages
fabulosity and the wearing of beret to poetry events.
Performer enquiries to dreadwomyn@gmail.com or 0211966968.
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Glam Evening
Venue:

Altitude @ Gravity Bar, 30 Alexander Street, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Friday 16 September – 6:30 – 11:30pm

Point of Contact:

Hare George

Costings Incurred:

$40 per ticket per person

Attendance:

60+ people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

Come join us in a wonderful evening of celebration and entertainment with
an amazing line up of fabulousness. Performances from Victoria Secretzz,
ChiChi La’Qua, Chanel D’Vinci, Kola Gin and the Nanu Turner with special
guest Vicki‐Lee and our Hostess The outrageous Miss Ribena.

Family Divercity Day
Venue:

The Village Cafe

Date & Time:

Saturday 17 September – 11:00am – 3:00pm

Point of Contact:

Natalie Hemmings

Costings Incurred:

$0

Attendance:

30 + people

Funds Raised:

$0

Summary:

This one is for the families! Bring your whanau over to the fun and rustic
'Village Cafe' in Whatawhata and join us from 11am in the pride festivities.
Designed to keep kids entertained is the awesome playground, plus a
bouncy castle, candle dipping, face painting and other cool activities!
Special Pride rainbow coffee will do it for the adults ;)
Find our 'rainbow corner' and meet other families from across the diverse
spectrum within Waikato, or enjoy with your own family.
COME DRESSED IN PURPLE TO SCORE A FREE RAINBOW COFFEE!
ALL welcome. See you there!

Hamilton Pride Pre drinks & Finale Party
Venue:

Pre Drinks, Static Bar – Hood Street, Hamilton
Finale Party, Digger Bar – Hood Street, Hamilton

Date & Time:

Saturday 17 September – Pre Drinks: 6:30pm – 9:00pm
Finale Party 9:00pm

Point of Contact:

Hare George/ Michael Bell/ Brad Arthur/ Ben Plagge

Costings Incurred:

$0
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Attendance:

250+ people

Funds Raised:

$250.70

Summary:

After a week filled with exciting new ideas, friends and conversation let's go
and celebrate the end of Pride Week. The night will kick off at Static Bar on
Hood street at 6:30pm with drinks, nibbles and live music. Eat, Drink and be
Merry!! That’s the start of the night!!
Then walk down the road to Diggers Back Bar after 9:00pm ($5 entry): 17b
Hood St, right next to ‘Good Home’. Let's go out with a bang and celebrate
the end of Hamilton Pride Week 2016 in style. Join us for a Dance party with
special guest DJ Paul Henckel. Be THERE and Be QUEER.

BIG GAY OUT – February 2017
This event continues to attract thousands of people from all over the country. Held at Coyle Park in
Auckland, the day‐long event promotes LGBTIQ+ at its best in Aotearoa featuring food stalls and
information booths; live entertainment and a fun filled day for all people to enjoy. Hamilton
community continues to support this event by joining in groups and carpooling up to Auckland for
the day.
The theme for this year’s Big Gay Out was ‘Ending HIV’.
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The last event to date … 25 February 2017 …

Auckland Pride Parade 2017
Our participation in Auckland’s 2017 Pride Parade was a very successful event. There was
approximately 45 people in attendance and we decided this year that we would be an inclusive
group, calling on all the networks to combine and walk in the parade as Waikato. Hamilton Pride,
UniQ, WaQuY, Rainbow Warriors (Lesbian Softball group), LSG were all invited to participate. Our
feature group was Sambatron; they led the group along Ponsonby Road to the beat of the
percussion drums. They were amazing. We received huge applause and cheers from the crowds
along Ponsonby Road. A huge thank you to all those that joined in and made the walk and
represented Waikato, we walked with PRIDE in our Moo Loo colours!
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Future Opportunities
Hamilton Pride Inc. has calendared commitments for 2017 and has initiated planning opportunities
for events and goals. HPI promoted and shared information on LYC Big Gay OUT and marched in
Auckland Pride Parade on Saturday 25th February. We have invited University of Waikato (UniQ) and
Waikato Youth (WaQuy) and Lesbian Social Group (LSG), Te Rakei Whakaehu (Transgender group)
and Sambatron to join in the ‘Black, Red and Yellow’ colours of Waikato and walk unitedly as we
continue to focus on our local theme of ‘We are Together’.
There will be a service for International AIDS Candle Light Memorial (In May) and of course Hamilton
Pride Week Festival. There will also be a service at the Riff Raff Statue, Victoria Street for
International Transgender Day of Remembrance (In November) and events and fundraising will be
scheduled for World AIDS Day (01 December).

Conclusion
It has been a successful and learning year for Hamilton Pride Inc. The growth that has taken place
over this year has been rewarding and empowering on many levels. Acknowledgement for all the
committee members who diligently attended the HPI monthly meetings and for the endless support,
involvement and participation in events and activities.
I will not represent Hamilton Pride Inc. as Chair in the coming year. I would like to acknowledge and
thank the previous chair people, Lynda Johnston and Geoff Ruahine who set up Hamilton Pride Inc.
and set the community onto the pride map of Aotearoa.
To all my executive team members that have played roles in previous years; Hamish Milne, Logan
Reynolds‐Brunskill, Zara Evitts, Rebecca Fraser, Te Rauroha Pokaitara, Michael Bell, Brad Arthur and
Benjamin Plagge. Without your help we would not have had the achievements and successes to
where we are today; and to my husband who has been by my side and helped and supported me
and the community; ngā mihi aroha kia koutou kātoa.
And to you all; “Stand True and Strong Together”.
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Thank you for being involved; for bringing your families and friends to be a greater rainbow family.
Continue to be yourself; embracing a greater whānau, that is a bigger network that empowers
diversity and equality in the wider community; stand for each other, ‘We are Together’.

No reira, he aha te mea nui o te Ao, he tāngata, he tāngata, he tāngata
What is the greatest thing of this world? It is people, it is people, it is people’
Ngā mihi nui kia koutou katoa
Report prepared by Hare George on behalf of Hamilton Pride Incorporated.

Hare George
Chairperson
Hamilton Pride Incorporation
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